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NOvA Neutrino Oscillation Experiment

• Long-baseline neutrino oscillation measurements: 
• νμ to νe appearance & νμ disappearance 

• Mass hierarchy, θ23 octant, δcp 
• NC disappearance sterile neutrino search
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FIG. 2: Total number of selected ⌫e candidate events expected
at the FD. The blue represents Normal Hierarchy (NH) and
the orange Inverted Hierarchy (IH). The bands correspond to
the range sin2 ✓23 = 0.40 (lower edge) to 0.62 (upper edge),
with the solid line marking maximal mixing. The x-axis gives
the value of the CP phase, while all other parameters are held
fixed at the best fit values found by NOvA’s latest analysis of
⌫µ disappearance [30].
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FIG. 3: Reconstructed energy of selected FD events in three
bins of the CVN classifier variable. Black points show the
data, the red line shows the predicted spectrum at the best fit
point in Normal Hierarchy (NH), with the blue area showing
the total expected background.

considered include neutrino flux, modeling of neutrino in-
teractions and detector response. The overall e↵ect of the
uncertainties summed in quadrature on the total event
count is 5.0% (10.5%) on the signal (background). The
statistical uncertainties of 20.1% (34.9%) on the signal
(background) therefore dominate.

After the event selection criteria and analysis proce-
dures were finalized, inspection of the FD data revealed
33 ⌫e candidates, of which 8.2 ± 0.8 (syst.) events are
predicted to be background [42]. Figure 3 shows a com-
parison of the event distribution with the expectations at
the best fit point as a function of the classifier variable
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FIG. 4: Regions of �CP vs. sin2 ✓23 parameter space consis-
tent with the observed spectrum of ⌫e candidates and the ⌫µ
disappearance data [30]. The top panel corresponds to normal
mass hierarchy (�m2

32 > 0) and the bottom panel to inverted
hierarchy (�m2

32 < 0). The color intensity indicates the con-
fidence level at which particular parameter combinations are
allowed.

and reconstructed neutrino energy.
To extract oscillation parameters, the ⌫e CC energy

spectrum in bins of event classifier is fit simultaneously
with the FD ⌫µ CC energy spectrum [30]. The NOvA ⌫µ
disappearance result constrains sin2 ✓23 around degener-
ate best fit points of 0.404 and 0.624. The likelihood be-
tween the observed spectra and the Poisson expectation
in each bin is computed as a function of the oscillation pa-
rameters |�m2

32|, ✓23, ✓13, �CP , and the mass hierarchy.
Each source of systematic uncertainty is incorporated
into the fit as a nuisance parameter, which varies the pre-
dicted FD spectrum according to the shifts determined
from systematically shifted samples. Where systematic
uncertainties are common between the two data sets, the
nuisance parameters associated with the e↵ect are corre-
lated appropriately. Gaussian penalty terms are applied
to represent the estimates of the 1� ranges of these pa-
rameters, and the knowledge of sin2 2✓13 = 0.085± 0.005
from reactor experiments [38].
Figure 4 shows the regions of (sin2 ✓23, �CP ) space al-

lowed at various confidence levels. The likelihood surface
is profiled over the parameters |�m2

32| and ✓13 while the
solar parameters �m2

21 and ✓12 are held fixed. The sig-
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TABLE II: Extrapolated prediction of FD event counts normalized to 6.05⇥ 1020 POT. The
systematic (statistical) uncertainty is shown for signal and background (cosmogenic events).

CC background
Total NC signal ⌫µ ⌫e ⌫⌧ Cosmics

83.5±9.4 60.6±7.4 4.6±0.7 3.6±0.6 0.4±0.1 14.3±0.7

P
F pred(bkg), both derived from the total FD predic-

tion F pred described in Eq. (2), resulting in RNC < 1.
We measure RNC = 1.19±0.16(stat.)+0.10(syst.), corre-
sponding to a 1.03� excess over the three-flavor predic-
tion of RNC =1, and consistent with three-flavor neutrino
oscillations.

To allow for comparisons with searches for ⌫s’s in
other channels, we adopt a minimal “3+1” extension [59–
63] of the three-flavor neutrino model by augment-
ing the neutrino state basis set with one sterile state.
The resulting mixing matrix can be parametrized as
U = R34S24S14R23S13R12 [64], where Rij represents a
rotation by the mixing angle ✓ij , and Sij represents a
complex rotation by the mixing angle ✓ij and the CP -
violating phase �ij . This model introduces additional
parameters compared to the three-flavor model: three
new mixing angles (✓14, ✓24, and ✓34), two CP -violating
phases (�14 and �24), and three new mass splittings, with
only one being independent. In this analysis, we express
the oscillation probabilities in terms of �m2

41.
The functional form for the NC disappearance prob-

ability can be illustrated by the approximate expres-
sion [24],

1� P (⌫µ ! ⌫s) ⇡ 1� 1

2
cos4 ✓14 cos

2 ✓34 sin
2 2✓24

+A sin2 �31 �B sin 2�31, (4)

where �31 = �m2
31L

4E . The 1/2 factor in the second term
results from rapid oscillations driven by �m2

41, which
average out at the FD due to our limited detector en-
ergy resolution [65]. The terms A and B are functions
of the mixing angles and phases. To first order, A =
sin2 ✓34 sin

2 2✓23 and B = 1
2 sin �24 sin ✓24 sin 2✓34 sin 2✓23.

The NC sample is therefore sensitive to ✓24, ✓34, and �24.
We perform a counting experiment comparing the FD
NC rate to unoscillated and oscillated predicted rates
that is valid for 0.05  �m2

41  0.5 eV2. In this range,
the analysis is not sensitive to oscillations a↵ecting the
rates in the ND, present at larger �m2

41 values. Within
the same range, the analysis is also insensitive to de-
generate solutions with the three-flavor model, occurring
when �m2

41 ' �m2
32. Using an exact formulation of the

3+1 model that includes matter e↵ects, we fit the data
for ✓24 and ✓34 using the same oscillation parameter val-
ues and uncertainties as for the three-neutrino oscillation
prediction, and profile over values of �24. We estimate
parameters by minimizing the expression,

�2 = 2
⇣
F pred � F data + F data ln Fdata

Fpred

⌘
+
P

i

⇣
�Ui
�Ui

⌘2
(5)
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FIG. 4: Top: The 68% (dashed) and 90% (solid)
Feldman-Cousins nonexcluded regions (shaded) for the
mixing angles ✓24 and ✓34. Bottom: The 68% (dashed)
and 90% (solid) Feldman-Cousins nonexcluded regions
(shaded) in terms of |Uµ4|2 and |U⌧4|2 where we assume
cos2 ✓14 = 1 in both cases.

The expected number of events is varied as a function
of the oscillation parameters and of Gaussian-distributed
penalty terms controlling the systematic uncertainties
Ui. For the ith systematic uncertainty, �Ui denotes the
amount the best fit is shifted by, and �Ui denotes one
standard deviation. The e↵ects of each systematic un-
certainty on the mixing angle measurement are summa-
rized in Table I. Using the Feldman-Cousins unified ap-
proach [66], we compute 68% and 90% confidence levels
resulting in the nonexcluded regions shown in Fig. 4.

NO𝜈A 

Fermilab 

NO𝜈A Far Detector (Ash River, MN) 
MINOS Far Detector (Soudan, MN) 

� Determine the 𝜈 mass hierarchy 
� Determine the 𝜃23 octant 
� Constrain 𝛿CP 
 

Using  𝜈𝜇→𝜈e  ,  �͞� 𝜇→�͞� e … 
A broad physics scope 

� Precision measurements of 
sin22𝜃23 and 'm2   .  
    (Exclude 𝜃23=𝜋/4?) 

� Over-constrain the atmos. sector 
(four oscillation channels) 

Using  𝜈𝜇→𝜈𝜇  ,  �͞� 𝜇→�͞� 𝜇 … 
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� Neutrino cross sections at 
the NO𝜈A Near Detector 

� Sterile neutrinos 
� Supernova neutrinos 
� Other exotica 

Also … 

Ryan Patterson, Caltech 
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Charged Pion production in ⌫µ CC interactions

• Charged pion production in ⌫µ CC interactions.

⌫µ + N ! µ⌥+ N + ⇡±
+ X

I a single charged pion produced could make the event mimic the CCQE

topology.

Fig. Summary of the current knowledge of ⌫µ charged-current cross sections (Plot courtesy of G. Zeller) and

Feynmann diagram for ⌫µ CC resonant single pion production, the dominant channel for pion production.
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NOvA Cross-Section Measurements Overview
• NOvA is in 1-3 GeV energy region: 

• Covers the DUNE 1st oscillation maximum. 
• Overlaps with MiniBooNE, MINERvA, T2K. 
• Both neutrino and anti-neutrino modes.

• A very active neutrino cross-section program: 
• Neutral current coherent π0  (H. Duyang) 
• Charged current semi-inclusive π0  (D. Pershey) 

• A lot of other measurements in progress: 
• νμ-CC inclusive 
• νe-CC inclusive 
• NC π0 
• CC π+&π-
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Motivation of Measuring π0

• Pion kinematics are sensitive to 
nuclear effects and provide 
handles to constrain models.
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Motivation of Measuring π0

• Cross-sections are rich in physics themselves. 
• π0 production is one of the most important backgrounds to νe 

appearance oscillation analysis. 
• 4.21 out of 7.90 backgrounds are π0s in NOvA 2016 analysis.  

• Oscillations are measured as function of neutrino energy:  
need to reconstruct Eν correctly.  
• Nuclear effect (fermi motion,  

nucleon correlation, final-state  
interaction…) are important.

• Pion kinematics are sensitive to 
nuclear effects and provide 
handles to constrain models.
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Final state interactions

MC generators

νN interactions

νA interactions

Final state interactions
FSI
Intranuclear cascade
Cascade algorithm
INC input
FSI in GENIE

Formation time

Summary

Tomasz Golan MC generators @ NuSTEC 25 / 40

FSI describe the propagation of particles created in a primary
neutrino interaction through nucleus

All MC generators (but GIBUU) use intranuclear cascade model

by T. Golan 
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NO𝜈A 

Fermilab 

NO𝜈A Far Detector (Ash River, MN) 
MINOS Far Detector (Soudan, MN) 

� Determine the 𝜈 mass hierarchy 
� Determine the 𝜃23 octant 
� Constrain 𝛿CP 
 

Using  𝜈𝜇→𝜈e  ,  �͞� 𝜇→�͞� e … 
A broad physics scope 

� Precision measurements of 
sin22𝜃23 and 'm2   .  
    (Exclude 𝜃23=𝜋/4?) 

� Over-constrain the atmos. sector 
(four oscillation channels) 

Using  𝜈𝜇→𝜈𝜇  ,  �͞� 𝜇→�͞� 𝜇 … 

32 

� Neutrino cross sections at 
the NO𝜈A Near Detector 

� Sterile neutrinos 
� Supernova neutrinos 
� Other exotica 

Also … 

Ryan Patterson, Caltech 

The NOvA Near Detector
• 1 km from source, underground at Fermilab. 
• 193 ton fully active mass.  
• PVC cells filled with liquid scintillator. 
• Alternating planes of orthogonal view. 
• 97 ton downstream muon catcher.
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The NOvA Near Detector

Beam

6

• 1 km from source, underground at Fermilab. 
• PVC cells filled with liquid scintillator. 
• Alternating planes of orthogonal view. 
• 193 ton fully active mass.  
• 97 ton downstream muon catcher.
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The NOvA Near Detector
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• 1 km from source, underground at Fermilab. 
• PVC cells filled with liquid scintillator. 
• Alternating planes of orthogonal view. 
• 193 ton fully active mass.  
• 97 ton downstream muon catcher.

4 cm ⨯ 6 cm
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The NOvA Near Detector

136

• 1 km from source, underground at Fermilab. 
• PVC cells filled with liquid scintillator. 
• Alternating planes of orthogonal view. 
• 193 ton fully active mass.  
• 97 ton downstream muon catcher.

4 cm ⨯ 6 cm

C12 Cl35 H1 Cl37 O16 Ti48
65.9% 12.0% 10.7% 4.1% 3.0% 2.4%
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� Neutrino cross sections at 
the NO𝜈A Near Detector 

� Sterile neutrinos 
� Supernova neutrinos 
� Other exotica 

Also … 

Ryan Patterson, Caltech 

The NOvA Near Detector

• Low-Z, fine-grained  
1 plane ~0.15X0 (38 cm).  

• Optimized for EM shower 
measurement, including π0s.

4 cm ⨯ 6 cm
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Beam
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• 1 km from source, underground at Fermilab. 
• PVC cells filled with liquid scintillator. 
• Alternating planes of orthogonal view. 
• 193 ton fully active mass.  
• 97 ton downstream muon catcher.

C12 Cl35 H1 Cl37 O16 Ti48
65.9% 12.0% 10.7% 4.1% 3.0% 2.4%
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ν Interactions in The NOvA ND

pi0

π0 => γ γ
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ν Interactions in The NOvA ND
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Reconstruction

pi0

π0 => γ γ
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Top View

Side View
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Reconstruction

pi0

π0 => γ γ
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Slicing:  
Group hits together in time and space  
for each neutrino interaction event.Top View

Side View
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Reconstruction

pi0

π0 => γ γ

8

Vertexing: 
Find lines of energy depositions  
with Hough transform, and use the  
intersection to form vertexTop View

Side View
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Reconstruction

pi0

π0 => γ γ

8

Clustering:  
Group hits around vertex into prongs  
 using clustering algorithm.

Merge views by topology and  
dE/dx information to  
form 3D reconstruction

Top View

Side View
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• Narrow band neutrino beam 1-3GeV peak at ~2GeV, dominated by νμ (94%), with νe (1%).
• Neutrino flux uncertainty comes form hadron production and beam focusing. 
• Hadron production uncertainty constraint by external hadron production data:  

PPFX, Package to Predict the FluX, Phys. Rev. D 93, 112007 (2016).
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• Statistical uncertainties are typically < 2%

• Systematics are still being assessed, but we expect for the differential measurement 
~10% highly correlated (normalization) flux uncertainties, and all others systematics 
combined to be 5-8%.

• σ(E) measurement systematics will be similar, although systematics from energy 
scale uncertainties will be larger on the rising and falling edges of the spectrum.

NOvA Simulation

Mostly normalization uncertainty
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Outline

• Introduction 
• Motivation 
• NOvA Near Detector and Flux 

• Neutral current coherent π0  (H. Duyang) 
• Charged current semi-inclusive π0  (D. Pershey) 
• Summary
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Neutrino coherently scatters off target nucleus  
via neutral current exchange 
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Neutrino coherently scatters off target nucleus  
via neutral current exchange 

Very small momentum transfer 
No quantum number (charge, 

spin, isospin) exchange
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Neutrino coherently scatters off target nucleus  
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No quantum number (charge, 
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Introduction to NC Coherent Pion Production

Target nucleus stays in ground state; No vertex activity.
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• Partially Conserved Axial Current (PCAC) models: relate coherent cross-
section to pion-nucleus elastic scattering at Q2=0 limit.  
• Rein-Sehgal model used in GENIE and other neutrino generators. 

• Microscopic models: start from particle production models on nucleons and 
perform a coherent sum over all nucleonic currents. 
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• Coherent cross-section is relatively small compared to other π0 
production modes:  
• Relatively small number of signal         statistical uncertainty 
• Large number of background         systematic uncertainty 
 

Analysis Challenge 

12
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• Identify photons by likelihoods build upon shower longitudinal and 
transverse dE/dx information.

Photon Shower Identification

14
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Constraining Photon Simulation

15

• Muons from interactions outside the detector can induce EM showers in the 
detector via bremsstrahlung radiation. 

• A muon-removal (MR) technique is developed to isolate those EM showers . 
• Provide a data-driven method to constrain photon simulation. 
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• Very good agreement between data and MC. 
• 1% difference in selection efficiency taken into systematic uncertainty.

16

Constraining Photon Simulation
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NC π0 Sample

• The identified NC π0 sample:  
• No muon. 
• Two showers identified as photons by dE/dx-based likelihoods.  
• Vertex in fiducial volume and showers contained. 

• Background dominated by RES and DIS π0s.
• Cut on invariant mass further reduces background. 
• Also serve as a check of photon reconstruction and energy scale. 

17
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Signal Sample and Control Sample
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Signal Sample and Control Sample

• Divide the NC π0 into two sub-samples: 
• Signal sample: events with most 

of their energy in the 2 photon-
showers and low vertex energy: it 
has >90% of the signal. 

• Control sample: the events with 
extra energy other than the photons 
or in the vertex region, dominated 
by non-coherent π0 s (RES and 
DIS).

Control Sample Signal Sample
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• The control sample is used to 
fit background to data in π0 
energy vs angle 2D space.

19
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RES in Control Sample DIS in Control Sample

• Fit the backgrounds to control sample data in π0 energy vs angle 2D space.

Background Fit
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RES in Control Sample

RES in Signal Sample

DIS in Control Sample

DIS in Signal Sample
• Fit the backgrounds to control sample data in π0 energy vs angle 2D space.

• Apply the background tuning to the signal sample.

Background Fit

20
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Signal Sample

• Background fit result are applied 
to the backgrounds in the signal 
sample. 

• Coherent signal measurement by 
subtracting normalized 
background from data in the 
coherent region of the energy and 
angle 2D space.

21
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Figure 2: Left: number of 3D fussyK prongs per interaction from the coherent ⇡0 MC. Right:
data and MC comparison of the number of prongs in the neutral current events.

in the low-⇣ region. It is therefore important to use a data-driven method to constrain both64

the normalization and shape of the background.65

The strategy of the coherent ⇡0 analysis is as follows. First, we select single ⇡0 events in66

the NC sample defined by the absence of a reconstructed muon in the final state. Both photons67

from ⇡0 decay should be reconstructed as 3D prongs. The sample is composed of both coherent68

and non-coherent (Resonance and DIS) interactions. Next, using kinematics, we define a control69

sample, entirely dominated by non-coherent ⇡0, and a signal sample containing coherent and70

non-coherent events. The control sample is used to tune the normalization and shape of the71

non-coherent ⇣, which is then applied to the non-coherent background in the signal sample.72

Finally, the coherent signal is measured in the low-⇣ region of the coherent signal sample as the73

excess over non-coherent prediction.74

The cross-section of coherent ⇡0 production is calculated as:75

� =
NData,selected �NBkg,norm

✏⇥NTarget ⇥ �
(1)

where NData,selected and NBkg,norm are the number of data and normalized MC background in76

the selected coherent (low-⇣) region of the signal sample, ✏ is the e�ciency of coherent signal77

selection calculated by MC, NTarget is the number of target nucleus in the fiducial volume, and78

� is the muon neutrino flux.79

Uncertainty to this analysis comes from both statistics and systematics. To reduce the statis-80

tic uncertainty, we want to reduce the number of background (NBkg) while keeping relatively81

high signal e�ciency (✏). Systematic uncertainty mainly comes from the measured number of82

background (NBkg) and flux. Coherent modeling and detector simulation also contribute to83

the uncertainty through ✏. The uncertainty to NBkg is constrained by the control sample as84

described above. External data (MIPP/NA49) are used to constrain the flux uncertainty from85

hadron production.86

The neutrino flux, data and MC used in this analysis will be discussed in section 2 and 3.87

Section 4 focuses on the selection of NC ⇡0 sample, including both coherent signal and non-88

coherent background. Section 5 present the selection of coherent signal sample and non-coherent89

control sample, and the data-driven method of background constraint. Systematic uncertainties90

will be discussed in section 6.91

3

Number of target nucleus

Selected data Normalized Background

Flux
Signal efficiency

22

Cross-Section Measurement and Uncertainties
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Figure 2: Left: number of 3D fussyK prongs per interaction from the coherent ⇡0 MC. Right:
data and MC comparison of the number of prongs in the neutral current events.
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� is the muon neutrino flux.79

Uncertainty to this analysis comes from both statistics and systematics. To reduce the statis-80

tic uncertainty, we want to reduce the number of background (NBkg) while keeping relatively81

high signal e�ciency (✏). Systematic uncertainty mainly comes from the measured number of82

background (NBkg) and flux. Coherent modeling and detector simulation also contribute to83

the uncertainty through ✏. The uncertainty to NBkg is constrained by the control sample as84

described above. External data (MIPP/NA49) are used to constrain the flux uncertainty from85

hadron production.86

The neutrino flux, data and MC used in this analysis will be discussed in section 2 and 3.87

Section 4 focuses on the selection of NC ⇡0 sample, including both coherent signal and non-88

coherent background. Section 5 present the selection of coherent signal sample and non-coherent89

control sample, and the data-driven method of background constraint. Systematic uncertainties90

will be discussed in section 6.91
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Figure 2: Left: number of 3D fussyK prongs per interaction from the coherent ⇡0 MC. Right:
data and MC comparison of the number of prongs in the neutral current events.
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Figure 2: Left: number of 3D fussyK prongs per interaction from the coherent ⇡0 MC. Right:
data and MC comparison of the number of prongs in the neutral current events.
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selection calculated by MC, NTarget is the number of target nucleus in the fiducial volume, and78
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Uncertainty to this analysis comes from both statistics and systematics. To reduce the statis-80

tic uncertainty, we want to reduce the number of background (NBkg) while keeping relatively81

high signal e�ciency (✏). Systematic uncertainty mainly comes from the measured number of82

background (NBkg) and flux. Coherent modeling and detector simulation also contribute to83

the uncertainty through ✏. The uncertainty to NBkg is constrained by the control sample as84

described above. External data (MIPP/NA49) are used to constrain the flux uncertainty from85

hadron production.86

The neutrino flux, data and MC used in this analysis will be discussed in section 2 and 3.87

Section 4 focuses on the selection of NC ⇡0 sample, including both coherent signal and non-88

coherent background. Section 5 present the selection of coherent signal sample and non-coherent89

control sample, and the data-driven method of background constraint. Systematic uncertainties90

will be discussed in section 6.91
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Figure 2: Left: number of 3D fussyK prongs per interaction from the coherent ⇡0 MC. Right:
data and MC comparison of the number of prongs in the neutral current events.
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the selected coherent (low-⇣) region of the signal sample, ✏ is the e�ciency of coherent signal77

selection calculated by MC, NTarget is the number of target nucleus in the fiducial volume, and78

� is the muon neutrino flux.79

Uncertainty to this analysis comes from both statistics and systematics. To reduce the statis-80

tic uncertainty, we want to reduce the number of background (NBkg) while keeping relatively81

high signal e�ciency (✏). Systematic uncertainty mainly comes from the measured number of82

background (NBkg) and flux. Coherent modeling and detector simulation also contribute to83

the uncertainty through ✏. The uncertainty to NBkg is constrained by the control sample as84

described above. External data (MIPP/NA49) are used to constrain the flux uncertainty from85

hadron production.86

The neutrino flux, data and MC used in this analysis will be discussed in section 2 and 3.87

Section 4 focuses on the selection of NC ⇡0 sample, including both coherent signal and non-88

coherent background. Section 5 present the selection of coherent signal sample and non-coherent89

control sample, and the data-driven method of background constraint. Systematic uncertainties90

will be discussed in section 6.91
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Figure 2: Left: number of 3D fussyK prongs per interaction from the coherent ⇡0 MC. Right:
data and MC comparison of the number of prongs in the neutral current events.
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from ⇡0 decay should be reconstructed as 3D prongs. The sample is composed of both coherent68
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sample, entirely dominated by non-coherent ⇡0, and a signal sample containing coherent and70

non-coherent events. The control sample is used to tune the normalization and shape of the71

non-coherent ⇣, which is then applied to the non-coherent background in the signal sample.72

Finally, the coherent signal is measured in the low-⇣ region of the coherent signal sample as the73

excess over non-coherent prediction.74

The cross-section of coherent ⇡0 production is calculated as:75

� =
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✏⇥NTarget ⇥ �
(1)

where NData,selected and NBkg,norm are the number of data and normalized MC background in76

the selected coherent (low-⇣) region of the signal sample, ✏ is the e�ciency of coherent signal77

selection calculated by MC, NTarget is the number of target nucleus in the fiducial volume, and78

� is the muon neutrino flux.79

Uncertainty to this analysis comes from both statistics and systematics. To reduce the statis-80

tic uncertainty, we want to reduce the number of background (NBkg) while keeping relatively81

high signal e�ciency (✏). Systematic uncertainty mainly comes from the measured number of82

background (NBkg) and flux. Coherent modeling and detector simulation also contribute to83

the uncertainty through ✏. The uncertainty to NBkg is constrained by the control sample as84

described above. External data (MIPP/NA49) are used to constrain the flux uncertainty from85

hadron production.86

The neutrino flux, data and MC used in this analysis will be discussed in section 2 and 3.87

Section 4 focuses on the selection of NC ⇡0 sample, including both coherent signal and non-88

coherent background. Section 5 present the selection of coherent signal sample and non-coherent89

control sample, and the data-driven method of background constraint. Systematic uncertainties90

will be discussed in section 6.91
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production data

• 16.7% total uncertainty (stat + syst): systematic uncertainty dominates.  

Figure 2: Left: number of 3D fussyK prongs per interaction from the coherent ⇡0 MC. Right:
data and MC comparison of the number of prongs in the neutral current events.
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non-coherent events. The control sample is used to tune the normalization and shape of the71

non-coherent ⇣, which is then applied to the non-coherent background in the signal sample.72

Finally, the coherent signal is measured in the low-⇣ region of the coherent signal sample as the73

excess over non-coherent prediction.74

The cross-section of coherent ⇡0 production is calculated as:75
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where NData,selected and NBkg,norm are the number of data and normalized MC background in76

the selected coherent (low-⇣) region of the signal sample, ✏ is the e�ciency of coherent signal77

selection calculated by MC, NTarget is the number of target nucleus in the fiducial volume, and78

� is the muon neutrino flux.79

Uncertainty to this analysis comes from both statistics and systematics. To reduce the statis-80

tic uncertainty, we want to reduce the number of background (NBkg) while keeping relatively81

high signal e�ciency (✏). Systematic uncertainty mainly comes from the measured number of82

background (NBkg) and flux. Coherent modeling and detector simulation also contribute to83

the uncertainty through ✏. The uncertainty to NBkg is constrained by the control sample as84

described above. External data (MIPP/NA49) are used to constrain the flux uncertainty from85

hadron production.86

The neutrino flux, data and MC used in this analysis will be discussed in section 2 and 3.87

Section 4 focuses on the selection of NC ⇡0 sample, including both coherent signal and non-88

coherent background. Section 5 present the selection of coherent signal sample and non-coherent89

control sample, and the data-driven method of background constraint. Systematic uncertainties90

will be discussed in section 6.91
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Measurements scaled to 12C by A2/3

Cross Section Result

• Measured flux-averaged cross-section:  
σ = 14.0 ± 0.9(stat.) ± 2.1(syst.)×10-40cm2/nucleus 

• One of the best measurements in the few-GeV region.

Table 11: List of systematic and statistic uncertainties.

Source �(%)
Calorimetric Energy Scale 3.4
Background Modeling 10.0

Control Sample Selection 2.9
EM Shower Modeling 1.1
Coherent Modeling 3.7

Rock Event 2.4
Alignment 2.0

Flux 9.4
Total Systematics 15.3

Signal Sample Statistics 5.3
Control Sample Statistics 4.1

Total Uncertainty 16.7

• NSig,raw = NData,selected �NBkg,norm = 987.4391

The ⌫µ flux (�) has been discussed in Sec. 2. The number of integrated neutrino flux (0⇠120392

GeV) we use is393

• �⌫ = 123.2/cm2/1010POT394

The e�ciency of coherent signal selection(✏) and the number of target nucleus in the fiducial395

volume (NTarget) will be discussed in the following subsections.396

7.1 E�ciency397

The e�ciency (✏) is defined as the ratio of the final selected ⌫µ coherent ⇡0 signal events to398

the total generated signal events in the fiducial volume. We use the SA ART files to count the399

number of coherent ⇡0 signal interactions at generated level. The numbers we get are400

• Nsig,selected = 857.7401

• Nsig,generated = 20832.9402

corresponding to the data pot, which leads to the e�ciency403

• ✏ = Nsig,selected/Nsig,generated = 0.041404

7.2 Number of Target Nucleus405

The targets for neutrino coherent interactions are nuclei rather than individual nucleons. The406

NOvA ND is mainly composed of scintillator oil and PVC [30]. The fiducial mass is calculated407

by scaling from the total detector volume (table 12). The mass of each element is calculated408

using CAFAna script reading gdml files [27]. The total number of target nucleus is calculated409

as410

NTarget =
X

i

Mi ⇤NA

Wmolar,i
(3)

37
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Cross Section Result

• Measured flux-averaged cross-section:  
σ = 14.0 ± 0.9(stat.) ± 2.1(syst.)×10-40cm2/nucleus 

• Quite good agreement with GENIE’s Rein-Sehgal model prediction.

Table 11: List of systematic and statistic uncertainties.
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Calorimetric Energy Scale 3.4
Background Modeling 10.0

Control Sample Selection 2.9
EM Shower Modeling 1.1
Coherent Modeling 3.7

Rock Event 2.4
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Flux 9.4
Total Systematics 15.3

Signal Sample Statistics 5.3
Control Sample Statistics 4.1

Total Uncertainty 16.7

• NSig,raw = NData,selected �NBkg,norm = 987.4391

The ⌫µ flux (�) has been discussed in Sec. 2. The number of integrated neutrino flux (0⇠120392

GeV) we use is393

• �⌫ = 123.2/cm2/1010POT394

The e�ciency of coherent signal selection(✏) and the number of target nucleus in the fiducial395

volume (NTarget) will be discussed in the following subsections.396

7.1 E�ciency397

The e�ciency (✏) is defined as the ratio of the final selected ⌫µ coherent ⇡0 signal events to398

the total generated signal events in the fiducial volume. We use the SA ART files to count the399

number of coherent ⇡0 signal interactions at generated level. The numbers we get are400

• Nsig,selected = 857.7401

• Nsig,generated = 20832.9402

corresponding to the data pot, which leads to the e�ciency403

• ✏ = Nsig,selected/Nsig,generated = 0.041404

7.2 Number of Target Nucleus405

The targets for neutrino coherent interactions are nuclei rather than individual nucleons. The406

NOvA ND is mainly composed of scintillator oil and PVC [30]. The fiducial mass is calculated407

by scaling from the total detector volume (table 12). The mass of each element is calculated408

using CAFAna script reading gdml files [27]. The total number of target nucleus is calculated409

as410
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Cross Section Result
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Outline

• Introduction 
• Motivation 
• NOvA Near Detector and Flux 

• Neutral current coherent π0  (H. Duyang) 
• Charged current semi-inclusive π0  (D. Pershey) 
• Summary
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νμCC+π0 Semi-Inclusive Analysis
• π0 natural byproduct of neutrino scattering
• νμCC+π0 semi-inclusive (CCPi0)

Determined after intra-nuclear scattering
Mimics νμ →νe background for few GeV experiments

DIS interactionsResonant interactions
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νμCC+π0 Semi-Inclusive Analysis
• Deliver flux-averaged cross sections differential in:

𝑝π /  cos θπ /  𝑝μ /  cos θμ:   direct observables 
𝑄2 = −𝑞2:   four-momentum transfer to hadronic system 

𝑊 = 𝑛 + 𝑞 2:   invariant mass of the hadronic system,
useful for separating DIS and Res events

𝑞
𝑊 = 𝑛 + 𝑞 2

= 𝑚𝑛
2 + 2𝑚𝑛𝐸ℎ𝑎𝑑 − 𝑄2

𝑄2 = −𝑞2 = − μ − νμ 2

= 2𝐸ν 𝐸μ − 𝑝μ cos θμ − 𝑚𝑛
2
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μ-

γ1

γ2

proton

Simulated νμCC+π0 Event

1 m
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Signal Composition
• Analysis signal has large contribution from both Res and DIS 

interactions
• There is a large multi-π component in νμCC+π0 events which is 

included in the analysis signal
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Example Simulated Event

Top View

Side View
2 m
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Selection goal:
Select νμCC events with  
reconstructed muon and 
photon – require two prongs

Basic Reconstruction

Ensure event has two 3D 
reconstructed prongs

2 m
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Selection: Fiducial Volume

Require vertex within
35 ton volume

2 m
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Muon Identification

2 m

Momentum estimated with
muon track length (6m)

Muon prong determined
with k-NN algorithm using:
dE/dx
Scattering

Track length
Track-only plane fraction
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Selection:  Muon Containment

L > 4 cm

Require the muon candidate
end more than 4 cm from the
back of the detector

2 m
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Selection: Prong Containment

Muon 
Catcher

Require photon endpoint
more than 15 cm from edge
of detector and out of the
muon catcher

2 m
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Signal Kinematic Range
• Preselection has been defined, but now need to focus on 

selecting analysis signal 
• Detector and beam energy limit the kinematic range where a 

measurement is reliable
• Add further selection criteria on kinematics to restrict analysis 

to this phase space

Passes cut but fails truth restriction: 
treat as background
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Neutral Current Rejection
• Analysis has a large neutral current (NC) background
• Reject NC’s with a Convolutional Neural Network PID (CVN)

Track
feature

Vertex
feature

Shower
feature

• Make a pixel map using event topology 
• Produces a feature map using image detection algorithms
• Feed extracted features into a neural net

Simulated νμ CC event
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Neutral Current Rejection
• Analysis has a large neutral current background
• Reject NC’s with a Convolutional Neural Network PID (CVN)

Track
feature

Vertex
feature

Shower
feature

• Make a pixel map using event topology 
• Produces a feature map using image detection algorithms
• Feed extracted features into a neural net

Simulated NC event
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Neutral Current Rejection
• CVN effectively rejects neutral current background from 

sample
1.7% of sample after CVNm cut

CVN trained to select
νμCC events but this
analysis needs events 
with a final state π0
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Signal Enhancement

CVN also trained to classify events by GENIE interaction mode
• QE: νμn→μp scatters of nucleon, no pion production
• Coh: νμA→μπ+A scatters off entire nucleus, no π0 production
• Res:
• DIS:

Select only events CVN classifies as RES or DIS
Reject background events classified as QE or Coh

Rejected:
CVN classified
as QE or Coh

Selected:
CVN classified
as Res or DIS

Contribute to signal
Total Efficiency:
23.0%
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Photon Identification

• Developed four-variable photon score
A simple ΔLL selector

• Two variables describe dE/dx
Bragg Peak Identifier: dE/dx at end of prong relative to bulk
Energy per Hit: direct measure of average dE/dx

• Two variables describe “gappiness”
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Photon Identification

Skipped planes

Distance to vertex

• Developed four-variable photon score
A simple ΔLL selector

• Two variables describe dE/dx
• Two variables describe “gappiness”

Distance from vertex ~X0

Skipped planes along prong
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π0 Identification

• CCπ0ID: defined as highest photon score in event
• Rely on photon candidate prong for π0 reconstruction

Momentum estimate: function of prong calorimetric energy 
Direction estimate: reconstructed prong direction
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Background Composition

Non-Electromagnetic Background:
Protons
π±

μ-

Peaks at low CCπ0ID: data driven 
procedure to constrain

Electromagnetic Background:
Secondary π0 (e.g. π±→π0)
Photons (small, 2.7%)

Lies under signal – understand 
modeling’s effect on analysis

2.7%

• Qualify our νμCC background – only large analysis background
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Constraining Simulation: Template Fitting
• Apply a data-driven constraint

to simulation: a template fit
• Procedure assumes the 

simulated CCπ0ID shape but
allows signal and background
normalization to float

• Measurement is differential:
must perform template fit in
every kinematic bin separately

• Test the accuracy of this procedure with systematic fake-data 
study

• Use nominal simulation to fit systematically shifted fake-data
Artificially increase number of resonant events 40%

Example kinematic bin:
0.5 < pπ < 0.6 GeV/c

Before Fit
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Constraining Simulation: Template Fitting
• Apply a data-driven constraint

to simulation: a template fit
• Procedure assumes the 

simulated CCπ0ID shape but
allows signal and background
normalization to float

• Measurement is differential:
must perform template fit in
every kinematic bin separately

• Test the accuracy of this procedure with systematic fake-data 
study

• Use nominal simulation to fit systematically shifted fake-data
Artificially increase number of resonant events 40%

• After the fit, total adjusted simulation agrees with fake-data

Example kinematic bin:
0.5 < pπ < 0.6 GeV/c

Before Fit
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Measuring a Differential Cross Section

• Must apply a data-driven constraint to estimate signal
• Begins with observing data compared to simulated prediction

𝑑σ
𝑑𝑥 𝑖

=
1
Δ𝑥𝑖

𝑈 መ𝑆, 𝑥𝑖
ε(𝑥𝑖)𝑁𝑛𝑢𝑐 Φ 𝐸 𝑑𝐸

0.7 < pπ < 0.8 GeV/c
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Measuring a Differential Cross Section

• Fit MC templates to observed data
• Adjusted MC determines signal estimate in analysis

Pre-fit Post-fit

0.7 < pπ < 0.8 GeV/c

𝑑σ
𝑑𝑥 𝑖

=
1
Δ𝑥𝑖

𝑈 መ𝑆, 𝑥𝑖
ε(𝑥𝑖)𝑁𝑛𝑢𝑐 Φ 𝐸 𝑑𝐸
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Measuring a Differential Cross Section

• Estimated signal shape critical for differential analysis
• Perform template fit in every bin of reconstructed 𝑥

0.3 < pπ < 0.4 GeV/c

𝑑σ
𝑑𝑥 𝑖

=
1
Δ𝑥𝑖

𝑈 መ𝑆, 𝑥𝑖
ε(𝑥𝑖)𝑁𝑛𝑢𝑐 Φ 𝐸 𝑑𝐸

Pre-fit Post-fit
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Measuring a Differential Cross Section

• Split same sample into bins for every measured variable
• Perform same procedure for each bin

1.25 < Q2 < 1.5 GeV2

𝑑σ
𝑑𝑥 𝑖

=
1
Δ𝑥𝑖

𝑈 መ𝑆, 𝑥𝑖
ε(𝑥𝑖)𝑁𝑛𝑢𝑐 Φ 𝐸 𝑑𝐸

Pre-fit Post-fit
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• Unfold: D’Agostini method with two iterations
Nucl. Instrum. Methd. A362 487-498 (1995)

• Calculate migration matrices using simulation

Measuring a Differential Cross Section
𝑑σ
𝑑𝑥 𝑖

=
1
Δ𝑥𝑖

𝑈 መ𝑆, 𝑥𝑖
ε(𝑥𝑖)𝑁𝑛𝑢𝑐 Φ 𝐸 𝑑𝐸
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• Calculate efficiency in each kinematic bin

Measuring a Differential Cross Section
𝑑σ
𝑑𝑥 𝑖

=
1
Δ𝑥𝑖

𝑈 መ𝑆, 𝑥𝑖
ε(𝑥𝑖)𝑁𝑛𝑢𝑐 Φ 𝐸 𝑑𝐸
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• Detector is composite material
• Count number of nucleons within fiducial region

Measuring a Differential Cross Section
𝑑σ
𝑑𝑥 𝑖

=
1
Δ𝑥𝑖

𝑈 መ𝑆, 𝑥𝑖
ε(𝑥𝑖)𝑁𝑛𝑢𝑐 Φ 𝐸 𝑑𝐸
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• Flux estimate from PPFX framework developed by MINERvA
Phys Rev. D 95, 039903 (2017)

• Restrict to νμ flux from 1-5 GeV

Measuring a Differential Cross Section
𝑑σ
𝑑𝑥 𝑖

=
1
Δ𝑥𝑖

𝑈 መ𝑆, 𝑥𝑖
ε(𝑥𝑖)𝑁𝑛𝑢𝑐 Φ 𝐸 𝑑𝐸
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• Evaluate each systematic source by modifying simulation and 
comparing the extracted cross section to the central value

• Systematic effects not included in fit, but the shape of the 
total error is quoted with measurement

• Largest sources are flux and light level
Will go into more detail on Light Level and π±→π0 CX

Systematic Uncertainties
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Systematic: Light Level Modeling
• ND proton sample shows

dE/dx in data lower than
simulation predicts

• Incorporate Birks-Chou
model for light yield:

𝐿𝑌 = 𝐴

1 + 𝑘𝐵
𝑑𝐸
𝑑𝑥 + 𝑘𝐶

𝑑𝐸
𝑑𝑥

2

• Direct measurements of kB for organic scintillator cluster 
around 0.1-0.2 g/cm2/MeV

• Tuned Birks-Chou parameters using ND protons:
kB =  0.4  g/cm2/MeV
kC =  -0.0005  cm2/MeV2

• Re-simulate using kB = 0.1 g/cm2/MeV and kC = 0 and take the 
difference in extracted cross sections as a systematic
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Systematic: π ±→π0 Charge Exchange
• Background with a π ±→π0 look 

very signal-like: test effect of 
cross section uncertainty on 
analysis

• Covariance fit of simulation
to DUET 2017 results

Weight σCX to 1.061±0.146
of nominal value

Phys. Rev. C 95, 045203 (2017)

• Noticeably skews CCπ0ID 
distribution for background

• 4% impact on total cross 
section
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Systematic Error Cross-Check

• NCπ0 sample gives high purity 
photon sample 

• Disjoint from analysis sample
Test of photon CCπ0ID shape

• Data lies within detector 
response error band
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Fitting Data in Kinematic Bins
• Again rely on template fit to constrain signal estimate
• Compare data and simulated prediction for CCπ0ID in every 

kinematic bin

• Use observed data to adjust the simulated prediction
• Repeat process for each kinematic slice

Before Fit After Fit

0.8 < pπ < 1.0 GeV/c
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Estimating Signal
• Each CCπ0ID template fit 

represents a slice in 
kinematic space

• Evident deficit at low PID 
and high pπ

0.8 < pπ < 1.0 GeV/c

Before Fit After Fit
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Estimating Signal

• Collect results of template 
fit in each kinematic bin

• Applying normalization 
constraints from these fits 
gives the fitted simulation
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• Measured cross section 7% higher than GENIE prediction

Reminder:        𝑄2 = −𝑞2 = 2𝐸ν 𝐸μ − 𝑝μ cos θμ − 𝑚𝑛
2

𝑑σ/𝑑𝑄2
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𝑑σ/𝑑𝑄2

• Data suggests a slightly harder Q2 shape than predicted by 
GENIE
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𝑑σ/𝑑𝑄2

MINERvA,
Phys. Rev. D 96, 072003 (2017)

• Recent MINERvA data also tends to harder Q2 than GENIE
• Significant differences between two analyses

MINERvA beam peaks at roughly twice the NOvA beam peak
MINERvA specifically targeted single-meson final states
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𝑑σ/𝑑𝑝π

• GENIE shape prediction lightly overpredicts around 0.3 GeV/c
• A general move towards to slightly harder pπ spectrum
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𝑑σ/𝑑𝑝π

• Result consistent with GENIE FSI modeling
• Data confirms dip at πp→Δ resonance
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Other Results
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Summary
• Measurement of NCπ0 coherent total cross section

14.0± 0.9±2.1×10-40cm2/Nucleus, consistent with GENIE
• Differential cross sections for νμ CC+π0 semi-inclusive

See a 7% increase in total cross section relative to GENIE
Generally consistent with GENIE interaction and FSI models
Evidence for slightly harder Q2 and pπ distributions

• Both analyses working towards publication
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I’m done

Picture here.

Thank You!
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Backup
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Validating Simulation Constraint:
Example kinematic bin:
0.5 < pπ < 0.6 GeV/c

Before Fit After Fit

• Template fit adjusts simulation in response to the fake-data
• After the fit, total adjusted simulation agrees with fake-data
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Validating Simulation Constraint:

• Use fake-data to adjust the simulation according to a template 
fit, yielding an estimate for signal background close to true 
fake-data simulation

• This fake-data study confirms the template method faithfully 
determines the correct signal (right) and background (left) 
normalizations
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Reconstructing π0’s in Multi-π Events
• Combinatorics of non-photon prongs degrade multi-π reco

Makes reconstructed π0 mass less meaningful
Biases sample to single-π events    

• Can still select a single photon from these events
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FSI Comparison: 𝑑σ/𝑑 cos θπ
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Estimating Signal
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Estimating Signal
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Estimating Signal
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Estimating Signal
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Estimating Signal
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Estimating Signal
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Coherent π0 in The NOvA ND

pi0

π0 => γ γ

• Single forward going pi0 decay into 2 photons.

NOvA ND Data

Top view

Side view

π0 => γ γ

Beam

7

• π0s can be measured by reconstructing one or both photons from π0 decay.
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MC Tuning

pi0

π0 => γ γ

7

G. S. Davies (Indiana U.), NOvA 34 / 62

Nuclear correlations
�ND hadronic energy (νμ CC) suggests extra process between QE and Δ production

�MINERVA report similar excess in their data1

JETP seminar, Fermilab - 07/29/2016

1P.A. Rodrigues et al., PRL 116 (2016) 071802 (arXiv:1511.05944)
2S. Dytman, based on J. W. Lightbody, J. S. OConnell, Comp. in Phys. 2 (1988) 57
3P.A. Rodrigues et al., arXiv:1601.01888

T. Katori, QMUL

Multi-nucleon 2p2h interaction

G. S. Davies (Indiana U.), NOvA 35 / 62

Nuclear correlations
�ND hadronic energy (νμ CC) suggests extra process between QE and Δ production

�MINERVA report similar excess in their data1

� Enable GENIE’s empirical Meson Exchange Current (MEC) model2

� Also reduce single non-resonant pion production by 50%3

� Reweight to match observed excess as a function of |𝑞| transfer

JETP seminar, Fermilab - 07/29/2016

1P.A. Rodrigues et al., PRL 116 (2016) 071802 (arXiv:1511.05944)
2S. Dytman, based on J. W. Lightbody, J. S. OConnell, Comp. in Phys. 2 (1988) 57
3P.A. Rodrigues et al., arXiv:1601.01888

Modified from T. Katori, QMUL

Tuned 2p2h 

and nonres. 

1π

q0 = Ehad

Eν = Eμ + Ehad

Q2 = 2Eν(Eμ – pμcos(θμ) – M2
μ)

|𝑞| = Q2 + q0

• Re-weight GENIE’s empirical Meson Exchange Current (MEC) model to 
match the observed event excess.  

• Reduce non-resonance pion production by 50%. 



Coherent π0 Candidate in the NOvA ND

72

A coherent π0 candidate events with 2 photons from π0 decay. 



Reconstruction: Slicing

73

Group hits together in time and space for each neutrino interaction event.



Reconstruction: Vertexing

74

Find lines of energy depositions with Hough transform,  
and use the intersection to form vertex



Reconstruction: Clustering

75

Group hits from each shower together using clustering algorithm.
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RES in Control Sample

RES in Signal Sample

DIS in Control Sample

DIS in Signal Sample
• Fit the backgrounds to control sample data in π0 energy vs angle 2D space.

• Apply the background tuning to the signal sample.

Background Fit (Ratio Plot)

19

Figure 20: Di↵erence between control sample and signal sample background in 2D space ((ctr-
sig)/ctr)

23 I think this is really over-estimating e↵ect of rock. The rock245

rate is known to 30%, you take a syst like it’s not known246

by a factor of 2.247

To this analysis what matters is the particles including gammas produced in the rock entering248

the detector. I don’t know how well we simulate that. Completely turning o↵ the rock events249

o↵ is a rather conservative method same as used by 2nd oscillation analysis. Considering this250

is a small contribution to the total uncertainty compared to others, I don’t think we have to251

estimate the rock e↵ect too precise.252

24 p37: More points on the x-axis would help, and it’s easy to253

do. The allowed region for this syst is on the same order as254

your grid point spacing.255

I actually used 0.1� steps to calculate the �2 here. I think this is enough considering the256

magnitude of this uncertainty, and statistic fluctuation will be worse if the grid is too fine.257

25 L465:The true photon conversion length is 50cm, and should258

also follow an exponential distribution. So presumably these259

are reco plots, which should be stated. Why are they such260

a poor match for the truth?261

What I plot here is the distance between the elasticarms vertex and the shower starting points.262

So yes it is reconstruction. I won’t call it a measurement of photon conversion length, because263

we are biased by selecting only those events with both photons reconstructed.264

21

(Control - Signal Sample)/control sample
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Background Fit (Before)

19
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Background Fit (After)

19
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Background Fit (After)

19

Table 6: Template fitting result.

Template Shift Error
RES +17.6% 6.4%
DIS -43.1% 14.5%

Table 7: Correlation Matrix from the RES/DIS template fitting.

Template RES DIS
RES 1.0 -0.78
DIS -0.78 1.0

5.2 Background Constraining176

Both the signal sample and control sample have non-coherent ⇡0 background dominated by NC177

RES and DIS. Kinematic quantities, namely reconstructed ⇡0 energy and angle with respect to178

the beam, are compared for each interaction mode in both samples (figure 19).179

In both sample, COH, RES and DIS show distinct distributions from each other. Meanwhile180

control sample RES/DIS has very similar distribution to the signal sample RES/DIS. Therefore181

it is possible to use the control sample data to constrain the background via a fitting with RES182

and DIS as two templates and apply the fitting result as a re-normalization to the background183

in the signal sample. Since ⌫µ-NC RES/DIS, ⌫̄µ NC RES/DIS and ⌫e NC RES/DIS are rather184

similar in kinematic distribution, we combine NC RES/DIS induced by all neutrino types into185

the RES template and DIS template. Together they account for ⇠ 90% of the background.186

GENIE re-weight method will be used to evaluate the uncertainties in the modeling of the187

template kinematic shapes, as well as the in the rest 10% of the background events which are188

not include in the templates.189

The two parameters in the fitting are the shifts in the normalization of RES/DIS templates.190

MINUIT is used to tune the parameters and to minimize the �2 di↵erence between data and191

MC. The result is shown in table 6. The fitting increases the RES by 17.6%, while decreases192

DIS by 43.1%. The minimized �2
min = 72.3, with DoF = 55. The correlation table 7 shows that193

the two templates are highly anti-correlated. This result is then applied to the signal sample to194

normalize the RES and DIS backgrounds.195

Systematic sources that could change the template fitting are also studied, including EM196

calorimetric energy scale and background modeling parameters, for example MANCRES, MVN-197

CRES and so on. The goal is to study the impact from each systematic source on the template198

fitting with ±� variation. The systematic parameters can be added to the fitting if found199

improving the fitting significantly. Other parameters remain as systematic uncertainty with200

the allowed systematic shifts redefined according to the �2 from template fitting. For the EM201

calorimetric energy scale, the allowed variation are defined according to ⇡0 invariant mass con-202

straint (figure 10,26). The background modeling parameter ±� variations are given by GENIE.203

The result is summarized in table 8. No parameter is found to improve the fitting significantly,204

while MaNCRES (��) and Theta Delta2Npi (±�) increase �2 dramatically. The allowed shifts205

for those two parameters are then redefined by |�2 � �2
min|  �2

min/DoF . We therefore keep206

using the 2-parameter fitting method, with all systematic sources remain as uncertainties. More207

details about the systematic uncertainty will be discussed in Sec. 6.208
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Background Substraction in 2D

11

• Substract normalized background from data in the coherent-rich region in the 
pion kinematic space (E, cosθ) 
Figure 22: Energy and cos ✓ of the total MC (color) and coherent ⇡0 signal (box). The region
inside the red lines is the coherent region defined as bins with > 15% of total MC being coherent
⇡0.

Figure 23: ⇡0 invariant mass of the signal sample after the background fitting. The coherent
region selection cut as described in figure 22 is applied.

25

NOvA Simulation

NOvA Simulation



The NOνA detectors 

• 64% active detector 

• Each plane just 0.15 X0 
Great for e- vs π0 

Filip Jediný - NOvA neutrino experiment 7 

Fiber pairs 
 from 32 cells 

32-pixel APD 

Near Detector 
0.3 kton 
14.3 m x 4.2 m x 4.2 m 
214 layers 
18 000 cells 

Far Detector 
14 kton 
60 m x 15.6 m x 15.6 m 
928 layers 
344 064 cells 

Extruded PVC cells filled with 9 ktons of scintillator 
instrumented with 𝜆-shifting fiber and APDs 


